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Abstract.
Magnetospheric magnetic field models are crucial for many space weather
applications. However, the latest empirical models require solar wind and
IMF data, which are not always available. Data gaps are especially common
for times before the launch of the WIND spacecraft at the end of 1994, but
even after then there are data gaps. We present a method to interpolate the
solar wind characteristics across data gaps and to evaluate the W parameters
needed for the TS05 model [Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005]. Within some
distance from the edge of a data gap, the solar wind parameters from our
method yield a better estimate of the observed magnetic field than that which
could be found using average values of the parameters. Deep within data
gaps (far from measured values), the interpolated parameters are reasonable,
or typical values, no better or worse than average values. We have created a
database of hourly data with solar wind characteristics, G, and W parameters
from 1963 to June 1, 2007, which is sufficient for use in all the Tsyganenko
models, including the latest TS05 model. Our comparisons of the model
and observed magnetic field at geosynchronous orbit give an estimate of the
error in the model field as a function of status parameters defined by the
interpolation scheme. We also show that the model field is on average just
as accurate using the hourly data as that based on 5 min data (at least at
geosynchronous orbit).
1. Introduction1

The vector magnetic field in the magnetosphere is2

correlated with a number of parameters, such as the3

dipole tilt angle and solar wind characteristics. During4

the last century, many spacecraft have been launched,5

and in-situ measurements of the magnetospheric mag-6

netic field became available. But these spacecraft mea-7

surements only sample a small region of space at any8

given time. Thus geomagnetic field models are essen-9

tial for space physics, and there exist several well-known10

and widely used empirical approximations [Tsyganenko,11

1989; Tsyganenko, 1996; Tsyganenko, 2002a, 2002b;12

Tsyganenko et al., 2003; Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005,13
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hereafter referred to as TS2005]. Solar wind and IMF14

data observations have been relatively continuous since15

the launch of the WIND spacecraft at the end of 1994.16

Before that time, however, the primary source of so-17

lar wind observations came from measurements by the18

IMP-8 spacecraft, and there were large periods of time19

for which IMP-8 was not in the solar wind. During20

those time periods, there were data gaps in the solar21

wind data. Even after 1994 there have been many data22

gaps in the solar wind data, though they are not as23

frequent, and usually are shorter.24

In this paper we use the OMNIWEB data (http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/)25

for the solar wind and IMF values. The OMNIWEB26

data set assimilates many solar wind observations, in-27

cluding those by IMP-8, WIND, and ACE spacecraft,28

and the data taken by individual spacecraft are prop-29

erly time-shifted to take into account their spatial sep-30

aration with respect to Earth. The solar wind data, es-31

pecially the particle density, taken simultaneously but32
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at different locations by different spacecraft, can dif-33

fer significantly. This can even be the case for dif-34

ferent instruments on the same spacecraft, or different35

data analysis algorithms (i.e., moments versus nonlin-36

ear analysis of distribution functions). While a more37

detailed discussion of this issue will be given in Sec-38

tion 3, here we note that using a single standard inter-39

planetary medium data set is highly desirable for space40

weather studies, especially in benchmarking quantita-41

tive models. Using the OMNIWEB hourly data, we42

have created a database of solar wind characteristics, G43

and W parameters, from 1963 to June 1, 2007. We44

will show that hourly values are sufficient to calculate45

the model magnetic field in the TS05 model. However,46

the interpolation technique we describe here can easily47

be used with the 5 min data now also available at the48

OMNIWEB data site.49

In the following section 2, we will describe the current50

status of the OMNIWEB data and how we interpolate51

across data gaps. In section 3, three kinds of compar-52

isons will be made to compare our solar wind parame-53

ters to those found using 5-minute data. In section 4, we54

describe a database of all the solar wind characteristics,55

G and W parameters, from 1963 mkb to June 1, 2007.56

We study statistically the agreement between the W57

parameters calculated using the hourly and 5 min data.58

We also examine the agreement between the model and59

observed magnetic field values using solar wind IMF60

and data and W parameters derived from hourly or 561

min data. Section 5 summarizes our results.62

2. Interpolation63

To run the empirical magnetic field models, compo-64

nents of the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) and65

several solar wind parameters may be needed, such as66

the By and Bz components of the IMF, the solar wind67

speed V , proton density N , and the ram pressure Pdyn.68

In addition, most models require Dst. The T89 model69

[Tsyganenko, 1989] requires Kp. The latest models re-70

quire subsidiary parameters, calculated from the solar71

wind and IMF data, the G parameters for the T02 [Tsy-72

ganenko, 2002a, 2002b] and TSK03 [Tsyganenko et al.,73

2003] models and the W parameters for the TS05 model74

[TS2005]. For a particular model, not all the men-75

tioned parameters are needed. The TS05 model requires76

By and Bz, Pdyn, Dst and a set of six W parameters.77

Except for the G and W parameters, hourly averaged78

values of all these quantities can be downloaded from79

OMNIWEB. The data ranges from 1963 to the present.80

But there are many gaps with no data, especially during81

the 1960s. The W parameters are derived from the solar82

wind characteristics, which should be 5-minute averages83

using Tsyganenko and Sitnov’s method [2005]. Here we84

describe a method to interpolate across the data gaps85

and calculate the W parameters that are required by86

the TS05 model.87

2.1 Correlation Time88

To do the interpolation, we first calculate the correla-89

tion time for each of the solar wind quantities. Suppose90

f(i) is the ith value of a solar wind quantity at time i,91

and d(i) is the difference between f(i) and the 20 day92

average of this solar wind quantity (for a description93

of the 20 day average, see the next to last paragraph94

in Section 2.2). Then the correlation function [see, for95

instance, Press et al., 1997] is defined as96

C(j) =

∑
s

n−j∑

i=1

d(i)× d(i + j)

∑
s

n−j∑

i=1

d(i)× d(i)

, (1)

where j represents a time difference (from i to i+j mea-97

sured in hours), and the outer sum in both the numera-98

tor and denominator is evaluated over every contiguous99

section of data s (sections without gaps) for which the100

number of data points n is greater than j. This sum101

over data sections s extends over the entire 40 years102

of the OMNIWeb database. (We evaluate the correla-103

tion time using d rather than f because we want to find104

out if using a value related to the last measured value105

is preferable to using an average value. If the correla-106

tion function were defined using f , we would find out107

if using the last measured value is preferable to using a108

value of 0.) Note that C(0)=1 and that if f is constant109

(and hence d), C(j)=1 for any j. For the solar wind110

quantities, however, C(j) will decrease as j increases,111

representing the fact that values of f farther away in112

time will be less correlated than those closer in time.113

Now suppose that there is a data gap. We want to114

evaluate the amount of time that it would be safe to115

use the last measured value f(i) measured at time i.116

Clearly if C(j)≈1, it is safe to use f(i) for the value117

at time i+j; But if C(j)≈0, we cannot expect that the118

value f(i + j) should be similar to f(i). We choose the119

correlation time τ as the time at which C(τ)=0.8 (where120

the choice of 0.8 is somewhat arbitrary). For each of the121

parameters By, Bz, N , Pdyn and V , a corresponding τ122

(in hours) is derived as described above, and these are123

listed in Table 1. Table 1124
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It must be emphasized that the correlation time eval-125

uated using hourly average data may not be equal to126

that found using higher resolution data. Actually, the127

correlation time for V is large, and the value in Table128

1 for the correlation time of V is reliable. However, the129

correlation time for Bz would be lower if high resolution130

data were available, indicating that there is normally131

a greater benefit to having high resolution data for Bz132

than for V . Of course, there may be large sudden jumps133

in V as well, but these are relatively more rare.134

2.2 Interpolation Method135

Depending on the correlation time τ and the length136

in time of a data gap, three kinds of interpolation may137

be used. Suppose ∆T is the length in time of the gap138

with f1 equal to the last value measured before the gap139

at time t1 (in hours) and f2 equal to the first value140

measured after the gap at time t2 (also in hours). Then141

(1) if 0≤ ∆T ≤ 2τ , linear interpolation from t1 to t2 is142

used across the gap. (2) If 2τ < ∆T ≤ 4τ , values at the143

left edge of the gap from t1 to t1 + (∆T − 2τ)/2 are set144

equal to f1, values at the right edge from t2 − (∆T −145

2τ)/2 to t2 are set equal to f2, and linear interpolation146

is used across the middle part of the gap of width 2τ .147

(3) If ∆T > 4τ , values at the left edge of the gap from148

t1 to t1 + τ are set equal to f1, values at the right edge149

of the gap from t2 − τ to t2 are set equal to f2, and150

values within the middle region of the gap are given by151

f(t) = f1w1 + f1w2 + wavfav(t), (2)

152

where fav(t) is linearly interpolated from 20 day aver-153

ages of f , and154

w1 = max(1− t− (τ + t1)
2τ

, 0), (3)

155

w2 = max(1− (t2 − τ)− t

2τ
, 0), (4)

and156

wav = 1− (w1 + w2). (5)

While this last formula may look complicated, the idea157

is really very simple. The value of f will be f1 near the158

left edge of the gap, f2 near the right edge of the gap,159

fav(t) in the middle of the gap, and linear interpolated160

values from f1 to fav(t) and from fav(t) to f2 for the161

other two regions respectively. Based on this method,162

a measured value can have an influence on interpolated163

values up to a time difference of at most three correla-164

tion times (cases 2 and 3 above), though the influence165

of a measured value starts dropping off to zero after the166

first correlation time. Therefore, we can consider that167

a measured value influences the interpolated values up168

to a time difference of about two correlation times.169

There is one problem with the above procedure.170

There are sometimes gaps in the solar wind characteris-171

tics of more than 20 days, especially in the early years of172

OMNIWEB data (1960s). To get the 20 day averages,173

we use the following procedure: (1) Take the yearly av-174

erage of the data from 1963 to the present, which will be175

used when interpolating the 20 day average; there are176

no gaps in the yearly average. (2) Take the 20 day aver-177

age of the raw data. This average does have gaps. (To178

be more precise, we divide each year into 18 segments of179

equal length, approximately equal to 20 days, and eval-180

uate the average within these segments.) (3) Calculate181

the correlation time, τ20, analogous to the correlation182

time defined above, but now using 20 day averages. (4)183

Do the interpolation to get the 20 day averages using184

a procedure analogous to that described above for the185

hourly data; in this case, linearly interpolated values of186

the yearly averages are used for fav.187

Once all the 20 day averages are determined, we can188

use the procedure described above to fill in the gaps of189

the hourly data.190

2.3 W Parameters191

Tsyganenko and Sitnov [2005] used 5-minute data to192

calculate the W parameters that are used in the TS05193

model [TS2005]. There are six of these, each of which194

is used to define a different magnetospheric current sys-195

tem. The W parameters can be expressed as196

W (ti) =
r

12

i∑

k=1

Sk exp[−r(ti − tk)], (6)

where the tk values are time values available every 5197

minutes , but still evaluated in hours (Tsyganenko and198

Sitnov [2005] used a corresponding expression with tk199

expressed in minutes), and200

Sk = (
Nk

5
)λ(

Vk

400
)β(

Bsk

5
)γ , (7)

with N expressed in particle per cm3, V expressed in201

km/s, and Bs evaluated in nT. The quantity Bs is a202

function of the z component of the interplanetary mag-203

netic field Bz; Bs=0 if Bz ≥0, and Bs= −Bz if Bz <204

0. For use in the S terms only, the 20 day average of205

Bz used in the interpolation scheme of Section 2.2 was206

evaluated as −< Bs
γ >20

1/γ , where < Bs
γ >20 is the207

20 day average of Bs
γ . Using this formula, the hourly208

values of Bz will be equal to the measured values when209
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these are available. Within gaps, Bs
γ will be equal to210

< Bs
γ >20, which is what we want.211

The mathematical form of equation (6) suggests an212

iterative scheme for evaluating the W parameters. Note213

that W (ti) can be written as214

W (ti) =
r

12
S(ti) + W (ti − 1/12) exp[−r/12]. (8)

We used an equation like this, but with the source func-215

tions S(t) evaluated every 15 minutes from linear inter-216

polation of the hourly data. Thus217

W (ti) =
r

4
[S(ti) + S(ti − 1/4)e−r/4 + S(ti − 1/2)e−r/2

218

+S(ti − 3/4)e−3r/4] + W (ti − 1)e−r. (9)

In the TS05 model [TS2005], there are six groups of219

parameters, λ, β, γ and r, for six different field mod-220

ules, and there are six corresponding W parameters, W1221

through W6.222

3. Comparison Between the223

Interpolated Data and the 5-minute224

Data225

Now we will compare the 5-minute solar wind char-226

acteristics and W parameters calculated using the 5-227

minute data to the hourly solar wind characteristics228

and W parameters calculated using the method we de-229

scribed above. This comparison is done using 5-minute230

resolution values calculated for the year 2000. These231

data were measured by the ACE spacecraft, and a shift232

in time was implemented using the solar wind speed (as233

in the OMNIWEB data) to account for propagation to234

the Earth. There are a few gaps in the 5-minute data,235

and we did not interpolate across these. After each gap,236

the W parameters were set equal to the values from the237

hourly data in order to make a fair comparison.238

Our final W parameters based on hourly OMNIWEB239

data are adjusted by multiplication by a factor F . This240

factor could arise in part from the fact that the proton241

density on OMNIWEB is different from that used by242

Tsyganenko and Sitnov [2005]. The OMNIWEB den-243

sities were calibrated on the basis of WIND measure-244

ments, but TS2005 in many cases used both ACE and245

WIND data, or only those of ACE (when WIND was246

too far from the Sun-Earth line; see Tsyganenko et al.247

[2003] for details). The ACE proton density is larger248

than the WIND proton density by up to 18%, depending249

on the solar wind speed [King and Papitashvili, 2005],250

and the OMNIWEB density values measured by ACE251

have been adjusted to make them consistent with val-252

ues from WIND. We used the method of least squares253

to calculate the multiplier F , minimizing the difference254

between the values of W calculated from the hourly255

data and those calculated from the 5-minute data for256

years 1996 to 2000 during which the space magnetome-257

ter data in 37 major events were used to develop the258

TS05 model [Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005]. Table 2 Table 2259

shows these multipliers for W1 through W6. Note that260

the multipliers are all positive, and ≥1 except F5, con-261

sistent with an increase that would result if the densi-262

ties were adjusted higher (to account for the lower ACE263

densities sometimes used in the database of TS2005).264

For comparison, we also show λi (used for the calcula-265

tion of Wi in equation (7)) and 1.18λi in Table 2. One266

might expect that F would be inbetween unity (if all267

WIND data were used by TS2005) and 1.18λi (if all268

ACE data were used by TS2005). While some of the269

values do lie inside these bounds, it appears that the270

difference between the two numbers is also dependent271

on other factors, presumably related to the resolution272

of the data.273

3.1 Comparison During Storm Periods274

In 2000, there were a number of solar storms. We275

picked two of these and the data during these storms276

are displayed in Figures 1 and 2. In each figure, from277

top to bottom are shown Dst, the solar wind density278

N , the solar wind speed V , and the z component of the279

interplanetary magnetic field Bz, and the W parameters280

(which are derived from the solar wind characteristics281

using equations (6) for the 5-minute data and (9) for282

the hourly data). The solid curves show the 5-minute283

data and values of the W parameters found using the284

5-minute data, while the dotted curves show the hourly285

data and values of the W parameters found using the286

hourly data.287

Figure 1 shows the parameters from the day of year288

(DOY) 222 to 227 (Aug 9th to Aug 14th) in 2000. In289

this time interval, there are no gaps in either the hourly290

data or the 5-minute data. While there is some high291

frequency variation of the solar wind quantities N , V ,292

and Bz which is not represented in the hourly data,293

the 5-minute and hourly values are not greatly different294

and the W parameters calculated using the 5-minute295

or hourly data are also almost the same. The same296

result can be seen in Figure 2 for storm periods DOY297

308 to 313 (Nov 3 to Nov 8). These plots show that298

our procedure using the hourly data from OMNIWEB299

is sufficient to calculate the W parameters needed for300

the TS05 magnetic field model to a good accuracy, at301
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Dst

N

W1

V

Bz

W3

W2

W4

W5

W6

Day of Year 2000

Figure 1. Dst, solar wind density N and speed V , interplanetary magnetic field (GSM) component Bz, and
Tsyganenko and Sitnov’s [2005] W parameters from DOY 222 to 227 in year 2000. The solid (dotted) curve is the
5-minute (hourly) data.
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least when there are no gaps in the OMNIWEB data.302

3.2 Comparison for All of Year 2000303

As a further test, we plot in Figure 3 for the first304

75 days of 2000 the same quantities as were plotted in305

Figure 1, except that the 5-minute data has been aver-306

aged to hourly values after calculating the W parame-307

ters from the 5-minute data. (This is done so we can308

display a large amount of data in one plot.) The peri-309

ods marked off by vertical lines with horizontal bars at310

the top of each panel indicate the gaps in the 5-minute311

data (only gaps with time interval more than one day312

are shown). In this case, the solar wind parameters313

should be exactly the same, and they are (except for a314

few very brief time intervals). More significantly, the315

hourly averaged W parameters calculated using the 5-316

minute data are practically indistinguishable from the317

W parameters calculated from the hourly average OM-318

NIWEB data.319

3.3 Comparison with Simulated Gaps320

As described above, we developed a system of inter-321

polation in order to use the measured values of solar322

wind quantities in regions of data gaps that are close to323

the measured values, and averaged quantities in regions324

of gaps that are far from measured values. However,325

there are few data gaps in the year 2000 data. There are326

larger data gaps for earlier years such as 1991, during327

which solar wind data were derived mainly from mea-328

surements by the IMP-8 spacecraft; IMP-8 was only in329

the solar wind during part of its orbit. In order to test330

how well the interpolated data works as a representa-331

tion of the solar wind characteristics and for calculating332

the W parameters when there are large data gaps, we333

generate a simulated set of year 2000 data with data334

gaps by introducing the same data gaps into the year335

2000 hourly OMNIWEB data as were present in the336

year 1991 data.337

Figure 4 shows for the first 75 days of 2000 the hourly338

average of the 5-minute solar wind data and hourly av-339

erage of the W parameters calculated from the 5-minute340

solar wind data (solid curves) and the simulated OM-341

NIWEB data with gaps and W parameters calculated342

from these data (dotted curves). The periods marked343

off by vertical lines with horizontal bars at the top of344

the N , V and Bz panels indicate the periods of the345

simulated gaps in the OMNIWEB data and those in346

the panels for the W parameters indicate the regions347

in which the status variable for W is 1 or 0, indicating348

regions where the values of W are not as reliable as in349

other regions. (How we define the status variable for350

W is explained in the second paragraph of Section 4.)351

Only gaps with a time interval more than one day are352

shown. In the gaps, the interpolated Bz values (dot-353

ted curve) quickly go to the average value, since the354

correlation time for Bz is short (Table 1), whereas, the355

interpolated V values tend to better follow the hourly356

average of the 5-minute data (solid curve).357

Since Bz plays such an important role in the calcula-358

tion of the W parameters, the resulting W parameters359

found from the interpolated data do not precisely fol-360

low the hourly average of the 5-minute data. They do,361

however, yield values of W parameters which are typi-362

cal. Considering for instance the data gap from DOY 5363

to 9 (Jan 5 to Jan 9) in Figure 4, the Bz from the inter-364

polated hourly data rapidly goes to a nearly constant365

value. For the purposes of calculating the Wi terms,366

each Bzi is slightly negative (= −(< Bs
γ >20)1/γ as de-367

scribed in Section 2.3), and represents the effect of typ-368

ical fluctuations. The V interpolated from the hourly369

data (dotted curve) has a constant value near the left370

edge of the gap (DOY 5-6), then decreases to the value371

at the right edge of the gap, where it stays constant from372

DOY 8 to 9. The interpolated V tracks the hourly av-373

erage of the 5-minute data (solid curve) fairly well and374

this is often the case (Figure 6 and 7). The density375

N interpolated from hourly data, with a shorter corre-376

lation time (Table 1), stays at the average value over377

most of the gap (dotted curve) and this average value378

is higher than that of the 5-minute data. The W values379

calculated from the interpolated hourly data show a de-380

crease across the gap, responding to the increase in V ,381

but the W values from the hourly data are somewhat382

higher than those found using the 5-minute data. This383

is due in part to the higher average value of N . The384

values of the W parameters in the gaps, therefore, are385

typical values which may show some features consistent386

with the real data, but which do not precisely match387

the real data.388

4. Database of Hourly Magnetic Field389

Input Parameters390

We have created a file with interpolated values of391

hourly data for 1963 to June 1, 2007. This file is avail-392

able at http://www.dartmouth.edu/˜rdenton/magpar,393

and may be freely used subject to the rules of the road394

listed in the header of the file. This file contains solar395

wind characteristics from OMNIWEB, the IMF By and396

Bz, the proton density N , the solar wind speed V , and397

the dynamic pressure Pdyn, geomagnetic indices Kp,398

Kp3 (an average value of Kp at time t weighing the val-399
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Dst

N

W1

V

Bz

W3

W2

W4

W5

W6

Day of Year 2000

Figure 2. Same as Figure 1, but for DOY 308 to 313 of year 2000.
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Dst

N

W1

V

Bz

W3

W2

W4

W5

W6

Day of Year 2000

Figure 3. Same quantities as were plotted in Figure 1, except that the 5-minute data has been averaged over an
hour (after calculating the W parameters using the 5-minute data). The solid (dotted) curve is the hourly average
of the 5-minute data (hourly average from the OMNIWEB data) for DOY 0 to 75 of year 2000. The periods marked
off by vertical lines with horizontal bars at the top of each panel indicate the gaps in the 5-minute data.
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Dst

N

W1

V

Bz

W3

W2

W4

W5

W6

Day of Year 2000

Figure 4. This plot is like Figure 3, except that gaps have been inserted into the hourly data (before interpolation
or calculation of the W parameters) using the interval of solar wind data missing in the OMNIWEB database in
1991. The horizontal bars at the top of panels 2-4 indicate the simulated gaps and those of panels 5-10 indicate
regions where the values of W are not as reliable as in other regions (status variable = 0 or 1 as described in
Section 4). Again, the solid (dotted) curve corresponds to the hourly average of the 5-minute data (hourly data
from OMNIWEB with data gaps) for DOY 0 to 75 in 2000.
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ues at preceding time tp with a factor exp(−(t− tp)/(3400

days))[Gallagher et al.,1998]), and Dst, the G param-401

eters used in the T02 [Tsyganenko, 2002a, 2002b] and402

TSK03 [Tsyganenko et al.., 2003] models, and the W403

parameters used in the TS05 model [TS2005].404

For the solar wind characteristics, the G parameters,405

and the W parameters, there is a status indicator. For406

the solar wind values, the status indicator is 2 if the407

value is measured, 1 if it is within 2 correlation times of408

the measured values (so that the value is significantly409

affected by measured values), and otherwise 0 (indi-410

cating that the value is mostly determined by average411

values). The G parameters were determined where the412

solar wind data was measured, and were similarly in-413

terpolated. The W parameters were determined as de-414

scribed above in section 2.3. Recall that the W param-415

eters are found from a weighted average of the source416

term S over the preceding time (equation (7)). Thus417

the status variables of the W parameters also need to418

be averaged in the same way using the source term.419

For the purposes of averaging the status variables, one420

of the status values of the solar wind characteristics was421

used at each preceding time, equal to the least value of422

the status variables for Bz, N and V , let’s say, Il. Here423

we define another quantity,424

Ĩ(ti) =
r

4
[S(ti) + S(ti − 1/4)e−r/4 + S(ti − 1/2)e−r/2

425

+S(ti − 3/4)e−3r/4]Il(ti) + Ĩ(ti − 1)e−r, (10)

which is the average status variable weighted by the426

source terms used to calculate W . The average status427

of the W parameter is then Ĩ(ti)/W (ti). In our data428

file, we use 2 for an average status of the W parameter429

greater than 1.5, 1 for an average status from 0.5 to430

1.5, and 0 for an average status less than 0.5. The gaps431

indicated for the W parameters (vertical lines with gray432

bars) in Figure 6 and 7 represent the regions where the433

status variable is 1 or 0. Outside of these regions where434

the status variable is equal to 2, the values of W found435

from the hourly data agree well with those from the436

5-minute data.437

In Table 3, we compare statistically the W parame-Table 3 438

ters calculated from OMNIWEB hourly data with sim-439

ulated gaps to those calculated from the 5 minute solar440

wind data with no gaps. For each W parameter (group441

of four rows divided by solid lines), the data is bro-442

ken up into categories (columns) for all values of the443

status variable, and for values of 2, 1, and 0. Within444

each group, values are given for the maximum value of445

the ith W parameter Wi,max, the average value of the446

W parameter and its standard deviation 〈Wi〉 ± σWi ,447

the standard difference between the W parameter calcu-448

lated using the 5 min data and that calculated using the449

hourly data δWi, and the number of hourly entries in450

each category Ni,status. Table 3 shows that for each W451

parameter both σW and δW are much less than Wmax.452

For the status value of 2, δW is significantly less than453

σW (factor of 3 or more), and this shows that values454

of W calculated using the hourly data are significantly455

better than an average value 〈W 〉. For a status value456

of 1, δW is also smaller than σW , though not as much457

smaller as was the case for a status variable of 2. For458

a status value of 0, δW is close to σW , showing that459

the W values are as good as but not significantly better460

than an overall average. Table 3 also shows that there461

are a significant number of points with the status values462

of 2 and 1 (values that are superior to using an average463

value).464

Finally, in Table 4 we statistically compare magnetic Table 4465

field values found from the TS05 model with the ob-466

served magnetic field measured by the GOES 8 geosyn-467

chronous spacecraft during year 2000. An average value468

of the GOES 8 magnetic field is used for each 5 min in-469

terval during the year (actually the first 365 days of the470

year). Five minutes is the minimum interval of time471

that could be expected to respond to changes in the472

TS05 magnetic field model (since the model was devel-473

oped using 5 min resolution data). We define an error474

parameter475

dB̄ ≡ |Bmodel −Bobserved|
Bobserved

, (11)

equal to the fractional error of the vector magnetic field.476

We calculate the average and standard deviation of this477

error parameter for various subsets of the data. At each478

time, values of the solar wind and W factors are found479

from a linear interpolation of the values from our solar480

wind parameter database. Each row in Table 4 repre-481

sents a set of data based on the status variable values482

for the hourly data with simulated gaps; for each row,483

the status value for the solar wind variables By, Bz, and484

Pdyn has the value given in the column labelled “SW”485

(under “Status Value”), and all six W parameters have486

the status value listed in the column labelled “W” (un-487

der “Status Value”). The total number of data points488

in each group of data is listed under the column labelled489

“Nstatus”. The total number of 5 min intervals in a year490

is about 105,000, while the total number of data points491

represented in all the groups listed in Table 4 is about492

46,000. Therefore, it is clear that at most times By, Bz,493

and Pdyn do not have the same status value at the same494

time that all the W parameters have the same status495

value. Furthermore, at the majority of times, at least496
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one of the status variables has a value of 1 (since the497

cases where all the status values are 0 and where all the498

status values are 2 are included in the Table). Never-499

theless, the groups in Table 4 can give us a rough idea of500

how the accuracy of the magnetic field model is affected501

by the accuracy of the solar wind or W parameters as502

indicated by the status values. (A more complete test503

would find which particular solar wind variables and W504

parameters are most important for accurately modeling505

the magnetic field.)506

First of all, we note from Table 4 that the standard507

deviation of dB̄ is on the order of the average value,508

indicating that there is a large variation in the accuracy509

of the model (depending on factors other than the input510

parameters). Secondly, we see that when all the status511

variables are 0 (first row of Table 4), dB̄ = 0.16± 0.13,512

whereas when all the status variables are 2 (last row513

of Table 4), dB̄ = 0.11 ± 0.09. This shows that the514

average error of the model using typical values for the515

W parameters (like the 〈Wi〉 values listed in Table 3)516

is statistically only about 50% larger than that found517

when the solar wind parameters are well known. For518

an order of magnitude estimate of the magnitude of the519

magnetic field, either is good enough. However, if one is520

tracing field lines to other regions, a small improvement521

in the model is likely to have a greater impact on the522

results.523

From Table 4, one can see that if the status values for524

the raw solar wind parameters (By, Bz, and Pdyn) are525

1, a higher value for the status value of the W param-526

eters leads to a more accurate model (lower dB̄). But527

when the status values for the raw solar wind parame-528

ters are 2, the values for dB̄ listed in the fourth column529

of Table 4 seem to indicate that the status values of the530

W parameters do not significantly affect the accuracy of531

the model. However, there may be other factors outside532

of the inputs to the magnetic field model that lead to a533

better agreement between the model and observed fields534

for one group of data than for another (considering the535

limited number of data points with some combinations536

of status values). In order to test whether this is so, we537

also calculate dB̄ for the same sets of times (based on538

the status variables for the hourly data with simulated539

gaps), but calculating the values of the model field (and540

thus dB̄) using the hourly data without gaps and W pa-541

rameters calculated using the hourly data without gaps542

(5th column in Table 4) and also calculated using the543

5 min data without gaps and the W parameters found544

from the 5 min data without gaps (7th column in Ta-545

ble 4). That is, the dB̄ values are calculated using the546

accurate solar wind and W parameters, but for the sets547

of data based on the status variables for the data with548

simulated gaps. There is not a great variation in dB̄549

for these data sets, though there is some. Based on the550

largest groups of data (all status variables equal to 0 or 2551

in the data with simulated gaps), it’s clear that the aver-552

age value of dB̄ is 0.10 when the model values are found553

using either the hourly or 5 min data. Therefore, it ap-554

pears that the hourly data is good enough (when lin-555

early interpolated to a particular time) for calculating556

the model magnetic field. For comparison, using the557

same GOES 8 data during 2000, dB̄ = 0.25± 0.19558

for the dipole field model, showing that the TS05559

model does significantly better on average at de-560

scribing the observed magnetic field at geosyn-561

chronous orbit. If we use the TS05 model, but562

limit the data to times when Dst ≤ −100 nT, the563

average value of dB̄ is 0.25±0.25 using the hourly564

data without gaps, and 0.24±0.28 using the 5 min565

data without gaps. This comparison shows that566

for storm conditions the TS05 model is signif-567

icantly less accurate than for quiet conditions.568

As was the case for all conditions (Table 4), the569

average value of dB̄ for Dst ≤ −100 was not sig-570

nificantly different when using the TS05 model571

with hourly or 5 min input data, so for storm572

conditions also the hourly data is sufficient as573

an input to the model.574

In order to factor out the effect of extra factors not575

accounted for by the model field input parameters, we576

divide the average value of dB̄ based on the hourly data577

with gaps, dB̄gaps, by the more accurate values found578

using the data without gaps. These values are listed in579

columns 6 and 8 of Table 4 for the hourly data with-580

out gaps (column 6) and the 5 min data without gaps581

(column 8). These ratios represent the factor by which582

the model accuracy degrades if the values of the solar583

wind and W parameters are not well known. The re-584

sults are fairly similar for hourly and 5 min data. The585

degradation factor is about 1 if the status values of the586

raw solar wind parameters are 2 and the status values587

of the W parameters are 1 or 2. (The degradation fac-588

tor should certainly be 1 if all the status values are 2,589

since in both the data with or without gaps, the model590

input parameters are well known.) If the status values591

of the raw solar wind parameters are 2, but those of the592

W parameters are 0 (such as would occur immediately593

after a data gap, since the W parameters are evaluated594

using an integral over previous times), then the degra-595

dation factor is 1.34. If the status values of the raw596

solar wind variables is 1, but the status values of the597

W parameters is 1 or 2, the degradation factor is about598
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1.1, while if the status values of the W parameters is 0,599

the degradation factor is 1.43. If the status values of all600

the parameters is 0, the degradation factor is 1.6. These601

results suggest that our definition of the status variable602

for the W parameters may be too conservative. When603

the status values for the W parameters are all equal604

to 1, the accuracy of the model is about as good as605

that when the status values for the W parameters are 2606

(better based on the numbers in Table 4). At any rate,607

this comparison shows that the model magnetic field608

in the TS05 model is improved not only if the solar609

wind parameters from our database have a status value610

of 2 (corresponding to measured values for solar wind611

parameters or values mostly based on measured param-612

eters for the W parameters), but also for a status value613

of 1 (corresponding to interpolated values within about614

two correlation times of measured values for the solar615

wind parameters or on an average largely based on such616

interpolated values for the W parameters).617

5. Summary618

Accurate magnetic field models are crucial for many619

space weather applications, but modern models depend620

on solar wind characteristics, which are not always621

known, especially for dates before 1995. We have shown622

that hourly data from OMNIWEB with interpolation623

to smaller intervals (15 minutes in our study) can be624

used to calculate the W parameters used in the latest625

TS05 model [TS2005] with sufficient accuracy. We have626

also presented a system to evaluate values of the so-627

lar wind characteristics and W parameters within data628

gaps where measured values are not available. Within629

about two correlation times from the edge of a data630

gap, the solar wind parameters from our method yield631

a better estimate of the observed magnetic field than632

that which could be found using average values of the633

parameters. Far away from measured values, the values634

of the solar wind characteristics and W parameters are635

reasonable, or typical, though not necessarily accurate,636

and no better or worse than average values. We have637

used our techniques to create a file with solar wind char-638

acteristics, G parameters [Tsyganenko, 2002a, 2002b;639

Tsyganenko et al., 2003], and W parameters [TS2005]640

for 1963 to 1 June 2007. The file contains status641

parameters that indicate the quality of the interpolated642

values in the file. When the status variable of the W pa-643

rameters is 2 or 1, the values in our data file are signifi-644

cantly better (on average) than average values. This file645

(http://www.dartmouth.edu/˜rdenton/magpar)646

is available to the space physics community, and will647

be a great help for magnetic field modeling. How-648

ever, our database is not intended to replace649

the original (measured and averaged) solar wind650

data provided through OMNIWEB and recent651

changes to the OMNIWeb database may or may652

not be incorporated into this file.653

The method of interpolation we have outlined is rel-654

atively simple (essentially linear interpolation to aver-655

age values), but is not necessarily optimal. As men-656

tioned previously, the definition of the correlation time657

as the time difference yielding a correlation coefficient658

of 0.8 was somewhat arbitrary, and other choices could659

be made. (We adjusted this value slightly from the first660

value we tried, 0.6, in order to make sure that param-661

eters with a status value of 1 led to significantly more662

accurate values for the calculated W parameters than663

those with a status value of 0.) This value might ideally664

be different for different solar wind parameters. One665

might also prefer to alter the method so that within666

large data gaps, the W parameters become equal to667

their average values, rather than integrals of average668

solar wind values. O’Brien [2005] outlines a method of669

determining maximum likelihood estimates that might670

be preferable to our method.671

One minute resolution solar wind data are now avail-672

able on OMNIWEB for times from 1995 to the present673

[Papitashvili and King, 2006]. Minimum variance anal-674

ysis is used to establish wave front planes and reduce675

the error involved in propagating the solar wind from676

the monitor to the Earth. One could easily use the tech-677

niques described here to create a file of 5 minute reso-678

lution solar wind parameters. On the other hand, the679

results presented in Section 4 suggest that the hourly680

data may be sufficient since the accuracy of the mag-681

netic field model at geosynchronous was not improved682

on average when 5 min data was used.683
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